Observations of dynamic strain aging in polycrystalline NiAl
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Dynamic strain aging has been investigated at temperatures between 77 and 1100 K in eight polycrystalline NiAl alloys. The 0.2% offset yield stress and work hardening rates for these alloys generally decreased with increasing temperature. However, local plateaus or maxima were observed in conventional purity and carbon doped alloys at intermediate temperatures (600-900 K). This anomalous behavior was not observed in low interstitial high-purity, nitrogen doped, or in titanium doped materials. Low or negative strain rate sensitivities (SRS) were also observed in all eight alloys in this intermediate temperature range. Coincident with the occurrence of negative SRS was the occurrence of serrated flow in conventional purity alloys containing high concentrations of Si in addition to C. These phenomena have been attributed to dynamic strain aging (DSA). Chemical analysis of the alloys used in this study suggests that the main species causing strain aging in polycrystalline NiAl is C but indicate that residual Si impurities can enhance the strain aging effect.

INTRODUCTION

In refs 1-5, it was shown that polycrystalline NiAl alloys, in the presence of sufficient solute levels, are subject to the phenomenon of strain aging. Strain aging is a common occurrence in metals and alloys and often manifests itself as: (1) sharp yield points, (2) serrated stress-strain curves, (3) strain rate sensitivity minima, (4) maxima in plots of work hardening rate as a function of temperature, (5) yield stress plateaus or local maxima as a function of temperature, (6) flow stress transients upon changes in strain rate, and (7) reduced tensile elongations over specific temperature/strain rate ranges. A description of these phenomena are provided in refs 7-9. Over the years, most of these aforementioned manifestations of strain aging have been reported to occur in NiAl.1, 5,10,21 Despite these observations, however, the relative significance of strain aging and its influence on the mechanical properties of ordered intermetallic compounds has been largely ignored.

Consequently, the purpose of this paper is to describe the results of a study of dynamic strain aging (DSA) in polycrystalline NiAl. To accomplish this goal, stoichiometric NiAl polycrystals with differing interstitial contents were studied. In addition, since dilute additions of reactive elements have been reported to retard strain aging in BCC alloys and in single crystal NiAl,5,10 an NiAl alloy intentionally doped with Ti was investigated to analyze the role of a reactive ternary addition on the strain aging behavior of polycrystalline NiAl. These results are then discussed with respect to recent observations of DSA phenomena in NiAl single crystals.5,10,15,22

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The five cast and extruded alloys (i.e. CPNiAl-1, CPNiAl-2, NiAl-100C, NiAl-300C and NiAl-Ti) and the extruded nitrogen-doped powder alloy, NiAl-N, used to study static strain aging (SSA) and described in a previous paper were used here. In addition, two more carbon-doped alloys, NiAl-100CO and NiAl-300CO, were induction melted and extruded using the techniques described in ref. 3. As before, post
extrusion chemical analyses of the new ingots were conducted using the techniques deemed the most accurate for the particular elements. The results of these analyses are listed in Table 1. Cylindrical compression specimens and round button-head tensile specimens were ground from the extruded rods so that the gage lengths were parallel to the extrusion direction. Sample dimensions were 3.1 mm for the tensile gage diameters and 30.0 mm for the tensile gage lengths, and 6.4 mm for the lengths. All specimens were electropolished prior to testing in a 10% perchloric acid-90% methanol solution that was cooled to 208 K. During some of the compression tests, the strain was measured using a clip on strain gage extensometer attached to a compression cage.

All tensile and compression tests were performed using a screw driven load frame at constant crosshead velocities corresponding to an initial strain rate of $1.4 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. Testing was accomplished in two steps. First, the temperature dependence of flow stress was determined by testing all as-extruded alloys in air between 300 and 1200 K by heating the samples in a clamshell type resistance furnace where temperature gradients were controlled to $\pm 2$ K. Tests below room temperature were conducted in compression by cooling the specimens in liquid baths. During this phase of testing, the strain rate sensitivity (SRS) was also determined by increasing the strain rate by a factor of ten from the base strain rate at fixed plastic strain intervals. The quantity extracted from these experiments was the SRS, $s = \Delta\sigma/\Delta\ln e$. Second, alloys exhibiting room-temperature yield discontinuities after annealing were subjected to SSA tests. A description of the SSA test procedure is provided in refs 2, 3 and 5.

The post-extrusion microstructure of all alloys consisted of fully equiaxed and recrystallized grains with nominal grain sizes of 20 $\mu$m except for the NiAl–N alloy that had a grain size of approximately 5 $\mu$m. The results of chemical analyses of the extruded alloys revealed that, within experimental accuracy, the Ni and Al contents of the eight nominally stoichiometric alloys are not significantly different from each other. The major differences between the materials are the addition of 0.3 at% Ti to NiAl–Ti and the varying carbon and oxygen interstitial levels. Chemical analysis of the new carbon-doped alloys revealed that, in addition to containing the desired levels of carbon, each contained five times as much oxygen as the first set of ingots. As a result, the new ingots were labeled NiAl–100CO and NiAl–300CO, respectively.

### Tensile properties

Mechanical tests and strain rate change experiments were conducted in the temperature range of 77–
Strain aging in polycrystalline NiAl 1200 K. The temperature-dependent properties (i.e. flow stress, work hardening rate and SRS) are summarized in Figs 1–3. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the flow stress at 0.2% plastic strain. In agreement with previous studies, the flow stress generally decreased with increasing temperature. In all alloys except NiAl–Ti and NiAl–N, however, a definite plateau or slight local maximum was observed in the range 750–900 K.

The work hardening characteristics over the 0.2–1.8% plastic strain interval have been evaluated from the average work hardening rate, \( \theta = (\Delta \sigma/\Delta \varepsilon) \), and average work hardening exponent, \( n \), as defined by the equation:

\[
\sigma = Ke^n
\]

where \( K \) is a strength coefficient. The resulting values for \( \theta \) and \( n \) have been normalized with respect to the elastic modulus and are summarized in Fig. 2. Much like the 0.2% yield stress, both \( \theta/E \) and \( n/E \) decreased steadily with increasing temperature. All alloys except NiAl–Ti and NiAl–N exhibited slightly anomalous or local maxima in work hardening behavior in the temperature range 600–700 K.

The temperature dependence of the strain rate sensitivity, \( s \), is presented in Fig. 3. The SRS remained positive for all alloys except CPNiAl-1 which exhibited negative \( s \) values between 600 and 700 K. For all alloys distinct minima were observed in the temperature range 750–850 K with the minima in the carbon-doped and higher carbon containing alloys occurring at slightly lower temperatures than in CPNiAl-2 and NiAl–Ti. This behavior is analogous to many soft-oriented single crystal alloys which also exhibit SRS minima in this regime and which often exhibit negative strain rate sensitivities and serrated flow indicative of DSA. 

Serrated flow was only observed in CPNiAl-1 (Fig. 4(a)) and not in any of the other alloys studied here. However, yield stress transients in the form of sharp yield points were consistently observed in the temperature range of the flow stress plateau in all alloys except NiAl–Ti upon increasing the strain rate by a factor of ten. Examples of this behavior are illustrated in Fig. 4. These yield stress transients are clearly indicative of DSA.

Limited SSA experiments were conducted on NiAl-100C to determine the influence of strain aging on the formation of a sharp yield point at room temperature. The experimental techniques used are described in refs 2–5 and the results are presented in Fig. 5. These experiments were conclusive in that

---

**Fig. 1.** Temperature dependence of the 0.2% yield stress for NiAl alloys: (a) CPNiAl-1 and CPNiAl-2; (b) NiAl-100C and NiAl-100CO; (c) NiAl-300C and NiAl-300CO; and (d) NiAl-N and NiAl-Ti.
significant yield points could be recovered in NiAl–100C after annealing for as little as 2100 s (35 min) at 622 K. In Fig. 5(b), the kinetics of yield point return after aging at 622 K, measured as the flow stress increment, Δσu (inset in Fig. 5(a)), have been plotted as a function of aging time. In agreement with the data collected for CPNiAl-1 and NiAl-C from previous studies, Δσu initially increases proportionally with aging time, t, according to a power law relationship (i.e. Δσu ∝ t^n). The strain aging time exponent for NiAl–100C determined by a least squares analysis of the Δσu versus time data was determined to be 0.64 which is close to the theoretical value of 2/3 predicted by Cottrell and Bilby and is in agreement with the observations for CP-NiAl and HPNiAl-C from previous studies.

Post-test TEM analysis of the CPNiAl-1 and NiAl–100C (Fig. 6) alloys after deformation at their SRS minima revealed a deformation structure consisting of randomly-distributed <001> dislocations and dislocation debris arranged into coarse tangles and poorly defined cell walls. The cell walls were oriented parallel to the <110> or <100> crystallographic directions indicating some propensity towards localized slip. Similar observations have been made in single crystal NiAl alloys. Conversely, in specimens deformed at room temperature, dislocations were arranged into well developed cellular networks indicating the ease of cross-slip at this temperature. At elevated temperatures, more uniform dislocation distributions are developed due to enhanced relaxation and recovery.

**DISCUSSION**

The curves in Figs 1–3 have several common features. (1) In all alloys but NiAl–Ti and NiAl–N, the temperature dependencies of the flow stress and work hardening parameters (i.e. θ/E, and n/E) increase anomalously in the temperature range 600–850 K. (2) For all of the alloys, the SRSs exhibit distinct minima in the temperature range 750–850 K. (3) The SRS remains positive for all alloys except CPNiAl-1, which exhibited serrated flow behavior in the regime where SRS was negative. These anomalous flow behaviors are generally observed at lower temperatures for carbon doped alloys followed by the conventional purity alloys and then by NiAl–Ti. Similar flow stress peaks and anomalous work hardening param-

---

**Fig. 2.** Temperature dependence of the work hardening rate, θ/E = (∆σ/∆ε)E, and work hardening exponent, n/E = (∆lnσ/∆lnε)/E: (a) CPNiAl-1 and CPNiAl-2; (b) NiAl–100C and NiAl–100CO; (c) NiAl–300C and NiAl–300CO; and (d) NiAl–N and NiAl–Ti.
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Parameters have been observed in soft-oriented NiAl single crystals in this same temperature range as have SRS minima, negative SRS values, and serrated yielding. These anomalies are attributed to the migration of interstitial carbon to dislocations. Confirmation that diffusion of solute atoms toward dislocations is occurring is provided by the static strain aging studies performed in this study and previously.

In the present set of experiments, the flow stress and work hardening anomalies are shifted to higher temperatures compared with the minimum in SRS. This serves as further evidence in favor of DSA. Classical theory dictates that the microscopic mechanism responsible for DSA is the thermally activated motion of dislocations through localized forest obstacles. This type of dislocation motion is characterized by a waiting time, \( t_w \), during which dislocations temporarily arrested at obstacles in the slip path become pinned by diffusing solute atoms. As a result, the obstacles to dislocation motion become stronger with increasing waiting time (i.e. strength increases with increasing temperature and decreasing strain rate in the DSA regime) resulting in an increased resistance to plastic deformation. Accordingly, SRS reaches a minimum when the time required to pin a dislocation, \( t_w \), becomes equal to \( t_a \). At a given strain rate (i.e. at a fixed \( t_a \)) strengthening saturates when the temperature becomes high enough that \( t_a << t_w \). In other words, maximum strengthening will occur at temperatures higher than the SRS minima.

Normally, the temperatures at which DSA phenomena are observed tend to rise with increasing purity. Thus, the temperatures where SRS minima, flow stress plateaus/peaks, and work hardening anomalies are located should rise with decreasing solute content. Figures 1–3 show that the stress anomalies and SRS minima do indeed occur at lower temperatures for NiAl–100C compared to conventional purity NiAl alloys. NiAl–Ti, however, contains just as much C as CP NiAl–2. Some other interesting observations in NiAl–Ti were the lack of a flow stress plateau or anomalous work hardening region and the lack of flow stress transients upon a change in strain rate. It is suggested, therefore, that the gettering of C by Ti, as reported in ref. 3, reduces the DSA effects in NiAl–Ti. DSA is not eliminated entirely as evidenced by the SRS minima, either because the maximum solubility of C in the Ni–Al–Ti alloy is still greater than the concentration required to cause DSA or because there is not enough Ti present to getter all of the C.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the SRS, \( \Delta\sigma = \Delta\ln\dot{\varepsilon} \): (a) CPNiAl-1 and CPNiAl-2; (b) NiAl–100C and NiAl–100CO; (c) NiAl–300C and NiAl–300CO; and (d) NiAl–N and NiAl–Ti.
Interestingly, negative SRS and serrated flow was only observed in CPNiAl-1 even though it contained interstitial contents comparable to the other seven alloys used in this study. As a result, all extruded alloys were analyzed for the presence of Si, a common impurity in directionally solidified crystals. The results of these tests are also indicated in Table 1. In CPNiAl-1, residual Si contents were much higher than those observed in any of the other alloys. This could suggest that silicon, rather than carbon, is the cause for strain aging in NiAl. However, recent investigations by the authors\textsuperscript{1,5} indicated the presence of sharp yield points and broad yield plateaus in high purity C-doped NiAl, CP-NiAl-2, NiAl-100C, and NiAl-300C after annealing (i.e. 1100 K/2 h/FC). These four alloys (three of which are listed in Table 1) contain between 0.01 and 0.05 at% Si. HP-NiAl, NiAl-N and NiAl-Ti, however, exhibit no yield points or plateaus despite the presence of approximately 0.02 at% Si in HP-NiAl and NiAl-N. This suggests that it is the higher C levels, as reported in refs 3 and 5, rather than the presence of Si, that cause DSA. The results for polycrystalline NiAl-Ti provide further support for this hypothesis. NiAl-Ti contains no Si, exhibits no yield points, but exhibits a dramatic SRS minimum indicative of some DSA at intermediate temperatures. Prior investigations revealed that in this alloy some of the C is gettered by Ti.\textsuperscript{1,3,5} This indicates that Si alone cannot be the cause of the DSA observed in NiAl, but serves to indicate that it plays

Fig. 4. Examples of serrated flow, stress transients, and the lack of stress transients observed in CPNiAl-1, NiAl-100C, and NiAl-Ti during testing near the SRS minimum: (a) serrated load–elongation behavior in CPNiAl-1 at 800 K, (b) stress transients in NiAl-100C at 800 K, and (c) the lack of stress transients in the NiAl-Ti alloy at 725 K.

Fig. 5. The kinetics of yield point return for NiAl-100C aged at 622 K. (a) A series of room temperature stress–strain curves for NiAl-100C following multiple strain aging cycles, and (b) temperature dependence of the yield point return for NiAl-100C at 622 K, along with the data for CPNiAl-1 at 616 K and carbon-doped NiAl from refs 2, 4 and 5.
an important role. One possibility is that Si increases the activity of C in NiAl, resulting in an increased diffusivity of C. This suggestion is only speculative, however, and is addressed further in refs 5 and 10.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The occurrence of serrated yielding in CPNiAl-1, yield points during room temperature testing after annealing, yield stress transients upon changes in strain rate, and the occurrence of yield stress and work hardening anomalies confirm that strain aging does occur in polycrystalline NiAl alloys. However, evidence for DSA in the alloys other than CPNiAl-1 is more subtle and is indicated predominantly by SRS minima and anomalous yield strength–temperature behavior.

Preliminary analysis indicates that residual Si impurities in addition to C can play a significant role in DSA, and that dilute quantities of reactive metals can reduce the effects of DSA via a gettering mechanism.
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Fig. 6. BFTEM of dislocation structures observed in CPNiAl-1 and NiAl-100C following deformation at their respective SRS minimums. (a) CPNiAl-1 following 3% deformation at 700 K, and (b) NiAl-100C after 11.5% deformation at 800 K.